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Making a mokoro trip happen
Most lodges in the delta organise mokoro trips, though some

land-based camps on larger islands do not. The lodge-based
trips tend to be late afternoon affairs, ending with sundowner
drinks at a suitably scenic location, either in the mokoro itself or
on one of the islands. These trips are almost always included in
the accommodation fee.

It’s also possible to organise independent mokoro trips -
without the huge lodge bill - from the safari hub town of Maun.
There, the Okavango Kopano Mokoro Community Trust act as
an umbrella association for all polers, with whom you can or-
ganise mokoro trips into the Eastern Okavango. These can be
as short as a day (including a two to three-hour return drive in
a 4WD to the point of embarkation), or last as long as several
days with camping done on the islands (you’ll need to organise
your own tent, cooking equipment and other kit). Most trips also
involve some nature walks in the delta, where wildlife can also
be seen. Overnight trips can be catered or self-catered, depend-
ing on your budget.

The best time to venture out in a mokoro is July to October,
when water levels are high and the skies are almost permanently
blue. Yes, in a quirk of the natural world, the delta is at its wettest
during the height of its dry weather season. This is due to the
floodwaters originating not from Botswana, but rather from the
highlands in Angola more than a thousand kilometres away (the
water then takes several months to arrive).

Boat safaris: Speed and distance
equals unrivaled wildlife

Although a little less serene than mekoro (plural for mokoro),
power boats offer you the chance to cover more distance, thus
enabling you to delve further into the Okavango. This also in-
creases the chances of viewing more wildlife, both in the water
and on the islands themselves. Much like on mokoro trips, these
power boat adventures tend to include the option for short walk-
ing safaris along the way.

Most water-based lodges in the delta include this activity on
their menu of all-inclusive options, with some camps even using
these boats to ferry you between their airstrip (your arrival and

departure point) and camp. At the heart of the delta, within the
Moremi Game Reserve, there are a few boat stations with jetties
from where standalone boat safaris depart. Prices start at P650
(US$70) per hour for an eight-seat boat.

Wildlife drives: The 
classic safari dream

Climbing up into an open-sided 4WD and trundling across
grassy plains in pursuit of iconic African wildlife is a safari dream
for many. And drives in the Okavango do not disappoint. With
the recent re-introduction of rhino, it’s now possible to view all
of the Big Five (leopard, lion, elephant, buffalo, rhino). No less
interesting are packs of hunting wild dogs (Moremi Game Re-
serve is home to almost a third of the world’s population), pods
of hippos bobbing and yawing, and cackles of whooping hyenas.
Antelope numbers are healthy, including the water-adapted red
lechwe. Last but not least, there is a phenomenal variety of
birdlife that fills the air. And in this watery world, you’ll also have
the exciting novelty of fording stream after stream in true ad-
venturous style.

Land-based lodges on larger islands, such as Chief’s Island,
include extensive wildlife drives year round in their packages,
while water based camps only do so in the off season (Novem-
ber to May) when water levels have dropped significantly. If you
are self-driving with a 4WD, you can explore areas of the
Moremi Game Reserve on your own wildlife drive during dry
season (July to October). The reserve’s campsites must be
booked months in advance.

Walking safaris: To follow 
in the footsteps of greatness

Standing on the same earth as the very creatures you are ob-
serving is as enlightening as it is exciting, and in the delta there
is much to observe. Following your guide in single file, you will
get the chance to learn about the intricacies of the environment,
and about many of the smaller creatures that are often over-
looked when on wildlife drives. Although not as much ground as
covered on foot as is done in 4WDs, you still stand a chance of
seeing elephants, antelopes and other wildlife. Guided walking
safaris are not permitted in national parks and reserves, but they
are offered by lodges within the private conservancies that make
up the majority of the Okavango Delta’s footprint. Short walks
tend to be included with mokoro trips organised out of Maun.

If you’re no stranger to riding horses, then you have the op-
tion of booking your safari with an operator that focuses on
horseback safaris. This old-school form of transport allows
closer interaction with various wildlife in general, as you are
viewed as just another harmless animal on the scene - as op-
posed to a more obtrusive attendee in a powered vehicle. Most
of the horseback operators run trips year round, with four to six
hours per day spent in the saddle.

Scenic flights: Take to 
the skies for a bird’s eye view

From ground level the Okavango Delta is astoundingly
beautiful and totally immersive, but from the air you start to
understand the greater picture. And what a picture it is: reed
channels weave patterns between temporary and permanent
islands, illustrating the flow of floodwaters; bleached pans re-
veal former waterholes, with animal trails migrating outward
like rays from the sun; and the relationships between various
species and their preferred habitats are laid bare. Looking
down to elephants bathing in streams to beat the heat of the
day, or seeing red lechwe seeking safety from big cats in the
shallows is remarkable. At times you feel like you’re actually
in a wildlife documentary.

Scenic flights by plane are offered by several operators such
as Wilderness Air, Mack Air and Major Blue Air, while helicopter
flights are run by Helicopter Horizons - both alternatives are
possible to book from Maun, though some camps can also
arrange them for you. If you’ve chosen a fly-in lodge, you will
get a taste of this activity en route to camp. Some camps, such
as Vumbura Plains Camp also offer hot-air balloon flights over
the delta. 

Driving into the depths of the Okavango’s waters is all part
of the adventure (your feet may get wet).

A wildlife documentary turned to life: Flying over a herd of
leaping red lechwe.


